BOOK TIP SHEET

LOOK AFTER YOUR PLANET
by Lauren Child

Charlie and Lola, a brother and sister team
discover being sustainable in this lovely story.
Charlie helps Lola to look after the planet
better after wasting lots and lots.

DID YOU KNOW?
Choosing books with bigger meanings, like saving the planet are a great way to
get your child thinking. With characters that are easy to relate to and
think like they do, books like this become more than just a story
and become part of their learning journey.

Look at the front cover and point out Charlie and Lola. You might explain
how they are brother and sister and comment on what they are doing.
Read the title: Look after your planet. Ask your child what they think this
book might be about.

Over exaggerate how much Lola is wasting when she is throwing out
everything.
As Charlie and Lola find things to recycle, point out things that you might
already recycle or could recycle.
Talk about why it’s important to ‘Look after your planet?’ Your child will
be able to show you how much they understand by what they say.

There are lots of fun things you can make with boxes, bottles, toilet rolls
before they go into the bin. So add these to your craft collection.
Maybe have a look at the things you have thrown in the bin today, could
your child help do some more recycling?

Keep an eye out for our monthly email with more reading ideas.
www.imaginationlibrary.com.au

Summary: "Look After Your Planet"When Lola sees the room of Marv's brother Marty, who never throws anything away, she resolves to
get rid of all of her old stuff. Charlie encourages the project, but tells her that she should recycle it instead.Â Later, they receive a comic
called Look After Your Planet that offers a prize of a tree to plant if you're able to collect enough stuff to recycle. Charlie and Lola do
their best, but find that they need some help."Too Many Big Words"Lola is becoming frustrated with the reading, writing and counting
she is learning at school. Look After Your Planet is the twenty-fifth episode of Season 2 of Ngyes and Woomy and is the overall fifty-first
episode. Woomy involves her class in a recycling mission. This marks the only time we hear Ben speak. His lines are "GET OUTTA MY
ROOM NOW!" and "WHOSE BEEN IN MY ROOM?". Categories: Episodes. Season 2 Episodes. All Episodes. Community content is
available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.

